I. Introduction
Selection protocols such as Box-Jenkins, variance analysis (Gardner and McKenzie, 1988) , method switching (Goodrich, 1990) , Automatic Identification (Vokurka et al., 1996) and rules-based forecasting Adya et al., 2001) measure data characteristics and incorporate them in models to generate best forecasts. These protocol selection methods are judgemental in their application and often select a single (aggregate) model to forecast a collection of series. Fildes (1989) suggests there are gains to be made in forecast accuracy when applying individually selected models by series. Shah (1997) applies discriminant analysis to select the best forecasting model based on the discriminant scores of data characteristics and demonstrates that an individual selection approach provides more accurate forecasts than an aggregate selected model. In this study, an alternative individual selection approach is developed using a multinomial logit (MNL) approach to relate data characteristics to out-ofsample forecast accuracy. The results, applied to information and communication technology (ICT) share price data, suggests the MNL model has the potential to predict the best forecast method based on measurable data characteristics. In particular, the MNL-based procedure is trialled on ICT share price data for recent Growth-to-Bust (January 1993 to March 2000 and Bust-to-Recovery (October 2001 to December 2002 phases, and for the periods combined.
II. Model Selection Using the Multinomial Logit Model
The application of the MNL model to individually select a forecast model for a series assumes the post-sample forecast accuracy of a forecasting method is a function of measurable sample characteristics that are sufficient in describing a series. It also implies a sampled series is well forecast by one of the models applied to these data. 1 To develop selection rules using the MNL approach, an optimal forecast method from a selection of methods for a series is first determined based on a minimum error criterion. This is done by omitting a set of observations from the estimation period and selecting the method that generates the highest accuracy in onestep ahead forecasts for all the omitted observations. Next, the MNL model is estimated to statistically identify any relationships that exist between the best forecast method, data moments and time-series characteristics. Best forecast model probabilities are then calculated and compared against the best forecast methods.
The MNL model is specified as:
where z i is a vector of data series characteristics and j indexes associated forecast methods. The MNL approach is useful as it allows the estimation of conditional probabilities that relate the success of a forecasting model of a series, Y i , based on collected data characteristics for the series z i . From the conditional probabilities, forecasts are generated for methods with the greatest posterior probability and compared against the individual forecasting method that generates the lowest error for comparison.
III. Forecasting Models
The forecasting methods employed for the analysis are exponential smoothing and ARMA-based models, viz., the ARARMA, ARIMA, Holt, Holt-D, Holt-Winters, Robust Trend and simple exponential smoothing (SES). These models are chosen as they consistently perform well in the M-competition of Makridakis et al. (1993) and Makridakis and Hibon (2000) . Exponential smoothing models assume a series comprises of a systematic and a random variation that can be described by level and trend (Meade, 2000) . The corresponding smoothing methods considered are Holt, Holt-D, HoltWinters (Holt-W) and simple exponential smoothing. 2 As an alternative approach, Grambsch and Stahel's (1990) robust trend (RT), a nonparametric version of a linear trend, is also estimated. RT provides a good base for comparison because it is median-based model that is not sensitive to outliers. The ARMA-based models that are applied are ARARMA and ARIMA (p, d, q). Parzen's (1982) ARARMA model is a long-memory method that uses a best fit AR model, according to the least Akaike information criterion (AIC) statistic, as a filter to difference series prior to estimating the best fitting ARMA model (also selected by the AIC statistic).
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The ARIMA (p, d, q) model is chosen as it is suitable for nonstationary share prices. Adopting this ARIMA model specification assumes share prices are not seasonally influenced or affected by other factors.
4
To select a best fit ARIMA (p, d, q) model for estimation the Meade (2000) procedure is applied. First, the number of differences required to render a series stationary is determined by applying the Geweke and Porter-Hudek (GPH; 1983) method. The GPH method is useful as it estimates the number of differences as a real number for the autoregressive fractionally integrated moving average model and can be used as an approximation to estimate the number of differences for the ARIMA. As ARIMA requires differencing to be an integer, the estimated GPH value for a series is converted to an integer by the rule, when d < 0.5 then d ¼ 0, otherwise d ¼ integer part of d þ 0.5. After differencing, alternative ARIMA models are estimated by series via a grid search of up to 7 lags generating 49 ARIMA models per differenced series.
5 From the estimated ARIMA models a best fitting model is chosen by the least AIC statistic. Estimation for a series begins at observation 10 to allow a maximum seven period lag estimate for the ARIMA and ARARMA models. Forecasts are 1 A series is regarded as 'belonging to a method' if that method generates the lowest out-of-sample forecast errors. However, this does not imply the associated model is the data generating process for the series. 2 Holt-D is a deseasonalized Holt model. A thorough description of other exponential smoothing models is given by Gardner and McKenzie (1988) . 3 While Parzen (1982) uses an autoregressive transfer function (CAT) criterion to select a best AR filter he notes the selection of the filter by the CAT and AIC are similar. 4 In this situation, seasonal ARIMA or ARMAX models could be applied. 5 A grid search estimates all possible lag combinations of ARIMA(p, d, q) and selects the best fitting model based on an error statistic.
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then generated for best models by method. Holt, Holt-D, Holt-W, RT and SES models have a fixed lag length and do not require grid searches to select the best model. 6 The grid search for an optimal lag length for the ARARMA and ARIMA models are based on the least AIC statistic.
IV. Forecast Error Measures
Selection of best forecast model is based on the geometric root mean squared error (GRMSE; Fildes, 1992) and root mean squared error (RMSE) forecast error statistics. Fildes and Ord (2002) argue the GRMSE is the preferable measure as it is unaffected by scale change. Also, Armstrong and Collopy (1992) consider the GRMSE is the more reliable as it is sensitive to small changes but unaffected by outliers. The RMSE statistic is calculated to provide a basis for comparison. To estimate the GRMSE and RMSE for each series and method, the h-step ahead forecast error " i,T,j (h) made in forecasting period T þ h for series i for method j is calculated as,
where T is the end point of the estimation period and forecast origin, F i,T,j (h) is the h-step forecast for series i and method j and A i,Tþh,j is the actual value at period T þ h for series i. From the forecast error, the h-step mean squared error MSE i,T,j (h) for series i and method j is,
where n is the length of the forecast period beginning with T þ 1. The h-step root mean squared error RMSE i,T,j (h) for series i and method j is,
The scale-invariant h-step GRMSE error statistic GRMSE i,T,j (h) for series i and method j is, (Cooper and Madden, 2004) . It is estimated that approximately US$ 2 trillion of market value for these companies was lost as a result of the bursting of the ICT bubble (Hausman, 2004) . While the ICT industry has managed a sustained period of slow recovery (1 October 2001 to 31 December 2002) it seems unlikely these companies will revisit the high valuations of the boom period. Accordingly, this volatile period presents an ideal opportunity to test whether the MNL-based protocol can guide the making of better forecasts for historical ICT share price series. The share price sample is separated into distinct A representative specimen of these data is shown in Fig. 2 . The shares prices are daily closing share prices denominated in US dollars (US$).
Figure 2 suggests these data exhibit characteristics typical of a nonstationary time series (which is a feature common of share prices). Nonstationarity is often caused by a tendency for share prices to experience positive drift. When applying a model to nonstationary data a common econometric practice is to first-difference the series prior to model estimation. Differencing renders an AR1 series stationary. However, the method also removes features of these data, such as drift, that may assist in obtaining accurate forecasts. An alternative procedure that 6 Linear, no-trend and nonseasonal Holt, and Holt-W models are considered. Parameters are estimated and not fixed arbitrarily. 7 These data consist only of share prices for ICT companies that survived the sample period. Hence, the study results may exhibit survivorship bias.
Optimal forecasting model selection and data characteristics 1253 might be considered is the incorporation of series characteristics into modeling the data generating process. For this study, series characteristics are collected and used to determine which of these characteristics are helpful in determining the best forecasting model via a MNL model. Data characteristics collected for this purpose are series moments (mean, variance, skewness and kurtosis) and selected time-series characteristics (coefficient of variation, number of outliers, step changes, turning points, trend direction, extreme last observations and ARCH effects).
To enable MNL model estimation, data on series characteristics are collected. Of the characteristics described by Collopy and Armstrong (1992) , Shah (1997) , Fildes et al. (1998) and Meade (2000) , the mean, median, variance, skewness, kurtosis, step changes, turning points, number of outliers, coefficient of variation, presence of ARCH effects, trend direction and the presence of an extreme last observation are calculated. 8 Outliers are defined as observations that exceed 3 SDs of a series mean.
Step changes and turning points are as defined by Shah (1997) . A turning point captures oscillating behaviour by a series X t while a step change identifies structural breaks in a series. That is, a turning point is any observation contained in a series (1 <t <T) for which X tÀ1 < X t and X tþ1 < X t or X tÀ1 > X t and X tþ1 > X t . A step change occurs in a series when the absolute difference of an observation and its lagged mean X tÀ1 exceed twice the lagged SD of the series S tÀ1 , viz.,
A series with a relatively large number of structural breaks will exhibit relatively many step changes. Trend direction and the presence of an extreme last observation are as defined by Meade (2000) . Trend direction is a binary variable that determines whether the basic and recent trend of a series is similar in direction. The basic trend is the gradient of the regression of a series against time containing all observations, while the recent trend is the gradient of a similar regression performed with only the last six observations. The trend variable value equals unity when the basic and recent trend of a series is in the same direction and zero otherwise. An extreme last observation is any last observation that is greater than 90% of the largest observation, X T > 0.9 Â Max(X 1 , ..., X TÀ1 ), or is less than 110% of the smallest observation, X T > 1.1 Min(X 1 , ..., X TÀ1 ). Hence, this variable has the value unity is the presence of an extreme last observation and zero otherwise. The variable for the presence of an ARCH effect is a binary variable that is determined by the result of Engle's (1982) Lagrange multiplier (LM) test with a one-period lag. The variable has the value unity when an ARCH effect is detected by the LM test and zero otherwise. The LM test for ARCH is applied to the residuals of the best fitting ARIMA model determined by the lowest AIC.
VI. Best Forecast Model
To determine the best forecast model for a series the post-sample performance of the seven forecast
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Step 2 models are related to in-sample series characteristics via an MNL model. To do so a dependent polychotomous variable is generated that indicates best series forecast method based on an error statistic.
That is, the variable has the value unity for the best forecast method that generates the lowest errors and a zero for the remaining six forecast methods. However, only the results based on the GRMSE Notes: SD is the standard deviation;
Step change is the ratio of step changes to number of observations; Turn point is the ratio of turning points to number of observations and Outliers is ratio of outliers that are larger than 3 SDs to the number of observations. The presence of ARCH is detected by fitting the most appropriate ARIMA model (lowest AIC) and tests for the prescience of ARCH in the residuals. The sample proportion with an ARCH effect is 95.37%. Notes: SD is the Standard deviation;
Step change is the ratio of step changes to number of observations; Turn point is the ratio of turning points to number of observations and Outliers is ratio of outliers that are larger than 3 SDs to the number of observations. The presence of ARCH is detected by fitting the most appropriate ARIMA model (lowest AIC) and tests for the prescience of ARCH in the residuals. The sample proportion with an ARCH effect is 50.93%. Notes: SD is the standard deviation;
Step change is the ratio of step changes to number of observations; Turn point is the ratio of turning points to number of observations and Outliers is ratio of outliers that are larger than 3 SDs to the number of observations. The presence of ARCH is detected by fitting the most appropriate ARIMA model (lowest AIC) and tests for the prescience of ARCH in the residuals. The sample proportion with an ARCH effect is 85.19%.
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are reported. MNL models are estimated for the Boom phase, Bust phase and a Boom and Bust (Combined) period based on the raw stock price data. This procedure is followed to allow for the possibility that the structural relationship between the best forecasting method and series characteristics may change. MNL model estimation is intended to indicate the importance of series characteristics in determining best forecast method. That is, the protocol potentially relates series data typology to best forecast method.
From the seven models, sample forecasts are generated. Figure 3 illustrates the MNL procedure applied to the Bust, Recovery and Combined phases. The best fit model is selected on the basis of out-ofsample forecast accuracy for the Bust, Recovery and Combined phases. To forecast out-of-sample, all observations other than the last 22 of the Boom, Bust and Combined phases are used for estimating the forecasting models. 9 The estimated models are then used to forecast the last 22 observations for a phase. Based on forecasts generated from the models by phase, a best fit model is chosen. The choice is made by comparing the forecast errors of the last 22 observations according to an error statistic and selecting the model that generates the lowest error by phase. The best fit models by phase are then re-estimated for the entire phase and forecasts are generated for the subsequent phase. The first forecast period focuses on forecasting the 666 Bust phase observations, while the second and third periods focuses on the remaining 320 observations in the Recovery phase.
VII. Sample Data Characteristics
Tables 1-3 present the summary statistics of the 108 returns series contained in the sample by phase, respectively.
In the Boom phase, share prices experienced frequent rises with market valuations typically increasing through the period. Many firms consistently experienced 'new' high prices. Table 1 presents share price returns sample statistics for the 108 series for the Boom phase. Consistent with increasing share prices, the returns are on an average positive, positively skewed and contain many outliers. The statistics also reveal $5% of the series contain step changes and $95% of series record an ARCH effect. This outcome implies the increasing risk shares faced over the Boom phase.
Inspection of the statistics for the share price returns contained in Table 2 for the Bust phase show a distinctly different picture to that of the Boom phase. The Bust phase is characterized by falling share prices after the bursting of the dot.com bubble. The negative mean and negative skewness of returns clearly illustrates this phenomenon. Other notable differences from the Boom phase are that the series generally exhibit a higher variance, less kurtosis, fewer outliers and runs. Also there is a lower percentage of series ($51%) recording an ARCH effect. The proportion of step changes and turning points to observations remain unchanged for the sample across the Boom and Bust phases. Table 3 reports the sample statistics for the combined Boom and Bust phases. As might be expected, the statistics show average returns have a positive mean and are positively skewed. This outcome results from the Boom period being twice as long as that for the Bust period. Table 3 also reports more outliers and runs for the combined period.
Further, the combined sample shows a relatively high incidence of ARCH effects. Table 4 show the Holt-D is the better forecast method, relative to SES, based on these series characteristics. Holt-D is more likely the better method forecast the larger is the mean, skewness, kurtosis and coefficient of variation values, and when ARCH, step changes and turning points are present. Holt-D is less preferred when the series variance and number of outliers is higher, and when an extreme last observation occurs. The Holt model is preferred when the series has fewer outliers and runs with no extreme last observation, and when an ARCH effect is detected. The ARIMA model forecasts better, relative to SES, the lower is the value of the skewness. 10 The results reported in Table 5 show that the MNL model based on estimated GRMSE values is effective in selecting 9 Twenty-two observations are chosen to represent a 30-day month with five weekly trading days. 10 The trend variable is not included in the MNL estimation for this period due to a strong negative correlation with sample kurtosis values.
VIII. Results

Boom phase MNL estimation
GRMSE results reported in
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Step change and Turn point are the step changes and turning points divided by the number of observations; Outlier is outliers larger than 3 SDs; CV is the coefficient of variation; ARCH and Trend are binary variables; where ¼1 in the presence of an ARCH effect and ¼0 otherwise and ¼1 when the basic trend is in the same direction as the recent trend (over the last 30 days), respectively. ARCH tests are performed by fitting the most appropriate ARIMA model (lowest AIC) and testing for the presence of ARCH in the residuals. The likelihood ratio R 2 for this model (against a model with a constant only) is 0.191. SDs are in parenthesis. * is significant at the 5% level. the better forecasting model in the Boom phase. The MNL model based on the GRMSE is able to correctly indicate the best model in 57.4% of the 108 series. In particular, MNL model correctly predicts the ARARMA and Holt-D models in 94.7% and 50.0% of the cases, respectively. However, the MNL model is unable to correctly select the ARIMA, Holt, Holt-W, RT and SES models when they perform best.
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Bust phase MNL estimation
The GRMSE results reported in Table 6 are, not surprisingly, less definitive given the Bust period share price turbulence.
12 ARIMA forecasts better, relative to the SES when an extreme last observation occurs. The Holt model performs better when there is no series trend and no extreme last observation occurs. Holt-D's performance is better, relative to the SES, the greater is the kurtosis value, number of turning points and when the series contains an extreme last observation. Holt-D is not preferred to the SES when there is a large number of step changes and outliers in the sample. Holt-W is better when there is a series trend and no extreme last observation arises. The results contained in Table 7 for the MNL model based on estimated GRMSE in the Bust phase results are qualitatively dissimilar to those reported for the Boom phase. The MNL model is not as effective in indicating the better forecasting model for the Bust phase. The model correctly indicates the best model for 50.0% of the 108 series in the Bust phase compared to 57.4% in the Boom phase. Also, Table 7 show the MNL model correctly indicates the ARARMA, ARIMA, Holt-D and RT models in 69.4%, 50%, 66.7% and 50.0% of cases, respectively. However, the MNL model is unable to correctly select the Holt, Holt-W and SES models.
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Combined period MNL estimation
The MNL model based on the GRMSE for the combined Boom and Bust phases are reported in Tables 8 and 9. 14 The tables indicate that Holt-D and Optimal forecasting model selection and data characteristics 1259 Notes: SD is the standard deviation. Turn point are the turning points divided by the number of observations; Outlier is outliers larger than 3 SDs; CV is the coefficient of variation; ARCH and Trend are binary variables; where ¼1 in the presence of an ARCH effect and ¼0 otherwise and ¼1 when the basic trend is in the same direction as the recent trend (over the last 30 days), respectively. Extreme ¼1 is the existence of an extreme last observation and ¼0, otherwise. ARCH tests are performed by fitting the most appropriate ARIMA model (lowest AIC) and testing for the presence of ARCH in the residuals. The likelihood ratio R 2 for this model (against a model with a constant only) is 0.263. SDs are in parenthesis. * is significant at the 5% level.
the RT models forecast better, relative to the SES, when a series contains more outliers. Holt-W forecasts better, relative to the SES, when a series has a higher mean and lower SD. The results contained in Table 9 for the MNL for the combined period are similar to those for the Bust phase. The MNL model is not effective in indicating the better forecasting model for the Recovery phase. The model correctly indicates the better model for 40.7% of the 108 series compared to 57.4% and 50.0% in the Boom and Bust phases, respectively. Finally, Table 9 shows the MNL model correctly predicts the ARARMA and Holt-W models in 62.2% and 63.2% of the sample, respectively. However, the model is unable to correctly predict the ARIMA, Holt, Holt-D, RT and SES models.
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Forecasting the recovery phase
To demonstrate the accuracy of the MNL model, the recovery stage is used as a hold-out sample for forecast comparison. 16 The forecast accuracy for onestep ahead forecasts for the MNL selected forecast method using estimation phases Boom, Bust and Combined are compared against each individual forecasting method. Table 10 reports the median GRMSE and RMSE for comparison of the MNL selected models and the forecasting methods estimated with the Combined period. Among the methods applied, the results show the MNL model for the Combined period produces the lowest median GRMSE and RMSE when forecasting the recovery period. This suggests employing the MNL model in the Combined period to individually select the forecast method for each series may be useful in selecting the best forecasting method for forecasting stock price data.
IX. Conclusion
In this article, a MNL model selection protocol relates best forecasts to data moments and series characteristics. The approach implicitly relies on a stable underlying relationship between data characteristics and forecast method. Encouragingly, the MNL model is able to correctly predict the forecast method with the lowest error very successfully for Boom period, the MNL model is also successful in Notes: SD is the standard deviation. Turn point are the turning points divided by the number of observations; Outlier is outliers larger than 3 SDs; CV is the coefficient of variation; ARCH and Trend are binary variables; where ¼1 in the presence of an ARCH effect and ¼0 otherwise and ¼1 when the basic trend is in the same direction as the recent trend (over the last 30 days), respectively. Extreme ¼1 is the existence of an extreme last observation and ¼0, otherwise. ARCH tests are performed by fitting the most appropriate ARIMA model (lowest AIC) and testing for the presence of ARCH in the residuals. The likelihood ratio R 2 for this model (against a model with a constant only) is 0.209. SDs are in parenthesis. * is significant at the 5% level.
selecting the best methods for each series when forecasting the Recovery period. Not surprising, successful prediction of better method by the MNL model varies by period with the Bust period forecasts less reliable. Finally, the study is exploratory in nature and other sets of data characteristics, such as stock return characteristics may prove more interesting for the series being examined.
